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Question	19:

The 10th common term between the series

 and  is

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) None of these

Answer:

(A) Is the correct answer.

The �irst common term is 11.

Now the next common term is obtained by adding L. C. M. of the common difference 4 and  , i.e.. , 
 .

Therefore,  common  of the AP whose  and 

Question	20:

In a G. P. of even number of terms, the sum of all terms is  times the sum of the odd terms. The
common ratio of the G. P. is

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) None the these

Answer:

(C) Is the correct answer

Let us consider a G. P.  with  terms. We have 

(Since common ratio of odd terms will be  and number of terms will be  )
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Question	21:

The minimum value of the expression  , is

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Answer:

(D) Is the correct answer.

We know  . for positive numbers.

Therefore, 

9.3 Exercise
Short	Answer	Type

Question	1:

The �irst term of an A. P. is a, and the sum of the �irst  terms is zero, show that the sum of its next 

terms is  . 

Answer:

Given �irst term is ‘a’ and sum of �irst p terms is  we have to �ind the sum of next  terms

Total terms are 

So, sum of all terms minus the sum of the �irst  terms will give the sum of next  terms

But sum of �irst  terms is  hence sum of next  terms will be the same as sum of all terms

So, we have to �ind sum of  terms

Sum of n terms of AP is given by 

Where a is �irst term and d is the common difference

Using the given hint

 Required 
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Using  formula

Now we have to �ind d

We use the given  to �ind 

Put this value of d in (i)

 Required sum 

Hence proved


